The origin of the split S3 EPR signal in Ca(2+)-depleted photosystem II: histidine versus tyrosine.
The radical formed as the formal S3 charge storage state in Ca(2+)-depleted photosystem II and detected as a split EPR signal was previously assigned to an oxidized histidine radical on the basis of its UV spectrum. In a recent paper [Hallahan, B. J., Nugent, J. H. A., Warden, J. T., & Evans, M. C. W. (1992) Biochemistry 31, 4562-4573], this assignment was challenged, and it was suggested that the signal arises instead from the well-known tyrosine radical Tyrz., the electron carrier between the photooxidized chlorophyll and the Mn cluster. Here, we provide evidence that the measurements of the Tyr., on which the new interpretation was based, are artifactual due to the use of saturating microwave powers. Other than a relaxation-enhancement effect, the formation of the split S3 signal is accompanied by no change in the Tyr. signal. Although essentially unrelated to the origin of the S3 radical, several other experimental and interpretational problems in the work of Hallahan et al. (1992) are pointed out and rationalized. For example, the inability of Hallahan et al. (1992) to observe the split S3 signal in samples containing DCMU or without a chelator, in contrast to our observations, is attributed to a number of technical problems including the incomplete inhibition of the enzyme. We thus conclude that the assignment of the split S3 signal as His., although not proven, remains the most reasonable on the basis of current data.